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Kaplan&#39;s GMAT Math Workbook is designed to help you build a strong foundation in the

essential math skills you&#39;ll need for the GMAT. Focused review, practice questions, and

test-taking strategies will help you master the material and face the test with confidence.Kaplan is

so certain that GMAT Math Workbook offers all the review you need to excel on the test that we

guarantee it: After studying with this book, you&#39;ll score higher on the Quantitative section of the

GMATÃ¢â‚¬â€•or you&#39;ll get your money back.Essential ReviewIn-depth review of the essential

concepts: arithmetic, algebra, and geometryPractice questions for all concepts and question types,

with detailed answer explanationsTest-taking strategies for every question type to help you tackle

the test efficientlyStrategy sheet with important formulas and tipsExpert GuidanceWe know the test:

The Kaplan team has spent years studying every GMAT-related document available.Kaplan&#39;s

expert psychometricians ensure our practice questions and study materials are true to the test.We

invented test prepÃ¢â‚¬â€•Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students for almost 80

years. Our proven strategies have helped legions of students achieve their dreams.
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For almost 80 years, Kaplan Test Prep (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students grow their

knowledge, skills and confidence so they can be their best on Test Day. Our prep books and online

resources provide the expert guidance that students need at every step of their educational journey



Ã¢â‚¬â€œ incorporating years of test-specific data and strategies tested by Kaplan students and

our own expert psychometricians.Ã‚Â  After helping millions of students, we know what works. Our

guides deliver knowledge with clarity and simplicity while focusing on the specialized strategies that

keep test-takers ahead of the clock and at the top of their game. We offer preparation for more than

90 standardized tests Ã¢â‚¬â€œ including entrance exams for secondary school, college, and

graduate school, as well as professional licensing exams for attorneys, physicians, and nurses.Ã‚Â 

With a full array of self-paced and live online courses, as well as print books and mobile apps, you

can use Kaplan to study on your own schedule and at your own speed. KaplanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s private

tutors and admissions consultants supplement those offerings with one-on-one support.

I'm a full-time GRE tutor, so I bought this to see if it was a resource I could recommend to my

students, who often need to relearn a LOT of math. This book is a solid treatment of the math

concepts the GRE tests, as well as a decent overview of the different kinds of questions on the test.

But, those with higher than average score goals will need to supplement with other books (and of

course everyone should be working with ETS's Official Guide).Things I liked:- covers most of the

concepts that can appear on the GRE- each concept has a good number of practice exercises of

varying difficulty- the 100 "most important" concepts list at the back is a good checklistThings that

could be improved:- the questions are usually too easy - or more importantly, too SIMPLE - the

questions on the GRE are usually more creative and complex, especially at the higher score levels-

in my opinion, the time management advice only applies to the top 20 percent of scorers- the book

seems to have been modeled on the math concepts that the GRE TELLS us the test covers, NOT

on actual observation of GRE tests or practice tests. What the GRE says it will test and what it

actually does test are sometimes two different things.So what you're getting is coverage of the

concepts you'll need to know without getting the difficulty level or complexity of real GRE math

questions. This book will help to a degree, but you'll definitely want to use another source of practice

material as well. It's a pretty good resource for those who haven't done math in a long time.

Definitely worthwhile, although the problems all seem to be in the easy to medium difficulty levels. I

worked through this book (plus a few problems from other sources) after scoring 47th pct on quant,

and I scored 57th pct on the next try. I hadn't done any real math in over a decade, and did no real

prep the first time around. Fortunately my verbal score was near perfect.

I think this book is a great supplement to the Official GMAT Review. While the Official GMAT



Review provides loads of practice questions, this book does a better job of explaining the math

concepts that will be tested on the GMAT. This is especially helpful as the GMAT tests math

concepts that most of us haven't reviewed since high school.I would recommend this book,

especially if you're someone who is not typically satisfied by the short answers and explanations to

math questions that most review books contain.

I would not recommend this book to anyone who has been out of high school for more than a year.

It only gives 2-3 pages of explanation on any one topic and most of the questions in the tests are

not covered at all in the material. The tests do have explanations to their answers but the exercises

in the book do not. It is not helpful. It is an extremely frustrating book and I'm regretting spending

money on it.

Very good review. I wish it had more explanations. I was often confused as to why I had gotten a

question wrong.

Great book with lots of examples and detailed explanations. Would recommend this book to anyone

needing a solid study guide. Can't beat the price!

good book, glad they went back to older style organization.I have helped hundreds of people

prepare for the math part of the GMAT over the years, and this book is a staple.It's a good way to

bridge the gap between basic math and the real GMAC/GMAT problems/tests.Be aware that upon

completion of this book, you will not be ready for the exam yet.

Explanations of the math concepts are not bad, but they're not great either. This received 4 stars

becauseof the practice problems, and the breadth of material.
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